
Three Ways to Avoid Car DVD
Player Tragedy Knocking Down
Your Door
With entertainment permeate our everyday lives and the non-
stop technology advancements, Car DVD players have found way
to our most common transportation- automobile. The good result
is that we will never worry about how to kill the boring time
when on road, the bad result is you and your family are more
dangerous than before. The in-car entertainments systems such
as motorized DVD players have joined talking on mobile phones
and text messaging as potentially dangerous distractions.

http://www.autopumpkin.com/car-dvd-players/pumpkin-2gb-ram-
8-inch-1024-600-touchscreen-android-5-1-lollipop-car-stereo-
for-vw-skoda-seat-with-built-in-3g-modem-supporting-3g-wifi-
obd2-dab-phone-mirroring-rear-camera-steering-wheel-control-

subwoofer-audio-output.html
Now the question is not why they cause risks to our lives, but
what we can do to avoid car tragedy happening on us.

Choose the right Car DVD player Types according to your needs
and buying capacity. 
There are mainly four car DVD/monitors on the markets now –
In-dash  DVDs(in-car  DVDs),  Sun  Visor  DVDs,  Roof  mount
DVDs(flip  down  DVDs)  and  Head  rest  Monitors(back  seat
monitors).  In-dash  DVDs  that  to  be  installed  into  car
dashboard  are  driver’s  good  friends  by  providing  GPS
navigation,  car  reverse  safety  camera  and  surround  sound
entertainment. Sun visor DVDs are designed to entertain front
seat passenger while they can also block some direct sunlight
when you are heading toward the sun. Roof mount DVDs are now
the most popular car entertainments devices as they can keep
the whole atmosphere delightful. With advanced features like
horizontal  turning  screen,  IR  remote  control  and  hi-fi
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surround sound, they are going to become a must-have to modern
cars. Head rest monitors can work together with in-dash DVD
players  to  keep  the  back  seat  passengers  entertained.  Of
course some models have much more useful functions like AM/FM
tuner and, TV receiver and antenna and game play.

Use authentic installation agents and install the required
safety measurements. 
Most in-dash DVD player manufacturers have made certain safety
measurements . Certain measurements include DVD won’t work
until emergency brake is on or car is parked. Though there are
full list of street car accessory shop that will help you to
bypass these safety measurements when install in-car DVDs, you
should always choose those legitimate store and make sure all
required safety measurements are there. Wrong placements of
car DVD players is another reason of causing problem. Sun
visor DVDs should not be placed in front of driver as its name
may suggest. What the consequence if the driver is gawking at
what’s being shown while he/she should be more careful on
roads.  Roof  mount  DVDs  also  should  avoid  to  catch  the
attentions  of  drivers.  if  possible,  use  headphones.

Keep in mind that lives are the most important things over any
other.
Everyday thousands of car accidents happen, a large part of
that are merely caused by ignoring of basic rules and driving
ethics.  Actually  endangering  not  just  your  life  and  even
other’s lives are far more exceeding ethics. Experts estimate
that around 93% of all car accidents are the result of poor
driving, intoxication, and other human factors. Respect your
self and others is always the simplest way to a safe driving.

Have  fun  on  a  long  road  is  more  and  more  popular  and
hilarious, do yourself a favor you have acquired the basic
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safety measurements and have a respectful heart.

Choose a legitimate Car DVD Player source and make sure your
significant others are under no threat while enjoying the
ultimate fun. Turn your car into a safely mobile media center!

View more: Pumpkin 2GB RAM 8 inch 1024*600 Touchscreen Android 5.1 Lollipop Car
Stereo

Making  it  Easier  for  Using
Car DVD Players
One  of  the  rarest  components  in  web  based  business  is
trust.Clients should have a lot of trust to hand over cash to
some more odd they have never found in the vain any desire for
getting what they have paid for. The most ideal approach to
lay their brains very still is by giving them data or noting
their inquiries in a way that demonstrates that you hear what
you’re saying.

On the off chance that you are offering auto DVD players on
line we are here to offer assistance. We have given a valuable
“cut-out and keep” FAQ record that you can glue onto any car
DVD posting you may have.

Will the auto DVD player fit in my auto?

Regardless of whether this DVD player fits into your auto
relies on upon two things, the Commotion size of the gap in
your dashboard and the profundity of your dashboard.

Commotion  is  basically  the  German  truncation  for  Deutsche
Industrie Norm. It is the German Business Standard for every
single car parts and numerous other mechanical and electrical
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segments. The one that influences you is 1 din and 2 din and
it depicts the width and stature of all car DVD players and
auto stereos.

In the event that there is a bigger squarish gap in your dash
then you will have a 2 Din Car Stereo gap, on the off chance
that it is long and limit then it is a 1 Commotion opening.
Unless you need to do some redesigning deal with your dash it
may be a smart thought to get the correct size Commotion.

Be that as it may, the Clamor just covers the stature and the
width of the auto DVD. The perfect approach is to look through
the auto proprietor manual for the estimations of your auto
dash and after that stack that up against the measurements of
the auto DVD from this posting or from the maker’s site. In
the event that it is too long then it won’t not be the best
model to pick.

Is it difficult to introduce a DVD player in my auto?

Introducing an auto DVD player is not a simple thing to do,
particularly on the off chance that you have not done anything
like it some time recently. It would presumably be savvy to
request that an expert do the establishment as opposed to
doing it without anyone else’s help.

Notwithstanding, on the off chance that you feel sufficiently
secure that you can do it without anyone’s help there are
numerous sites that, alongside the auto DVD player directions,
will get you through the establishment procedure. Ensure you
read  and  see  the  greater  part  of  the  directions  before
proceeding with the establishment. Guarantee you have given
yourself enough time to take care of business.

Introducing a DVD player in an auto isn’t an occupation you
can do overnight on the off chance that you haven’t done it
some time recently.
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How would I combine my Blue tooth telephone with the auto DVD
player?

It is not hard to match auto DVD players and blue tooth mobile
phones. There are two essential stages to the procedure.

* Preparing the car DVD.

* Setting up the phone.

Setting up the auto DVD for blue tooth is as simple as going
into the blue tooth menu. You may need to press “match” on the
auto DVD when you are in the blue tooth screen.

You should discover the Bluetooth menu on the telephone to
combine it. This might be on the fundamental menu, however in
the event that it isn’t it will be in either an availability
menu or a settings menu then network.

At that point you should make the accompanying strides:

* Switch on the blue tooth work.

* Guarantee that the telephone is “unmistakable” to other blue
tooth gadgets.

*  Locate  any  blue  tooth  gadgets  inside  the  scope  of  the
telephone’s blue tooth work.

* Select the auto DVD player. It might be called ‘auto unit’.

* Enter your watchword (you will discover this in the mobile
phone’s proprietor’s manual).

Since you have glued these answers onto your auto DVD players
postings your clients will be sufficiently certain to purchase
auto DVD players off you, keep on dealing with you in future
and educate their companions regarding your business.
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 Exploring our official website:
UK: http://www.autopumpkin.co.uk/
DE: Android Autoradio

How  to  Install  an  Auto
Overhead DVD Player
You want to make travel time more enjoyable for you and your
little  ones,  so  you  decided  on  an  entertainment  system.
Deciding to install an overhead DVD system can be rewarding in
the long run, but complex in the beginning. A novice can
complete this type of project, but some experience in this
subject will make the process go more quickly. Either way you
will save installation cost. You may also be able to seek
installation support through the company you purchased the
system from. Take your time and it will pay off on those long
family travel trips.

Decide  where  you  want  to  place  the  overhead  DVD  system.
Determine the best position for everyone in the rear to easily
see the DVD screen. You may need to remove your dome light.

Outline the bracket that came with the 2 Din Android Car DVD
GPS on the headliner of your vehicle where you decided to
place  the  overhead  DVD  player.  Makes  sure  the  outline  is
centered from both sides of the vehicle.

Partially drop the headliner of the vehicle. Only one side of
the headliner needs to be dropped just enough to bring the
wires through. Unscrew the driver’s side or the passenger side
sun visor that the fuse box is located on. Disconnect the
vanity light by gently pulling the connectors. Pry off the
upper and lower pillar trim panel on the same side from which
you removed the sun visor with the flathead screwdriver. You
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may need to remove the seat belt if it is attached to the
upper pillar. The seat belt is usually secured with a head or
Torx bolt. Remove any screws and retaining clips. Unscrew the
kick panel over the fuse box and place the panel to the side.

Cut out the outline on the headliner. Ensure that a support
beam  runs  across  the  area  where  you  intend  to  mount  the
overhead DVD player. If there is no beam, you will need to
glue the wood rail to the roof of the vehicle.

Use the bracket to mark at least four drill holes on the wood
or support beam. Make sure to drill the holes centered on the
beam.

Run the wires that came with the overhead DVD player through
the  headliner.  Leave  enough  slack  to  connect  to  the  DVD
player. Follow the instructions and use the hardware that came
with the overhead DVD player. Some units will requires you to
connect all wiring to the DVD player before mounting. You will
hide the wires behind the panels you removed.

Mount the bracket carefully using the short screws that came
with the overhead DVD player. Connect the dome wires to the
appropriate wires as described in the instructions that came
with the overhead DVD player.

Connect  the  power  and  audio  wires  as  detailed  in  the
manufacturer’s instructions. All wires must be connected to a
12-volt source except the black one. It must be grounded. You
can use any screw to ground the black wire. Use the wire
crimper to cut the wires and use the electrical tape to secure
wire  connections.  Place  the  FM  modulator  under  the  seat
nearest to where you took off the panels.

Run the audio cable to the FM modulator. Set the modulator at
one of the radio signals stated on the modulator. Securely
place the wires loosely where the panels will be replaced.
Secure all panels, seat belt and headliner back into place.



Tips & Warnings

Do not over tighten the car android dvd player. It could cause
the screen to warp.
Installation can take up to four hours or more.

Want more infromation for the Latest Android Car DVD
Our online US online store: http://www.autopumpkin.com/
UK store:  http://www.autopumpkin.co.uk/
GE store:  http://www.autopumpkin.de/
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